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Iber is a tool for numerical modelling for simulating turbulent free surface unsteady flow 

and environmental processes in river hydraulics. The first version of Iber was released 

in 2010 with three main modules which cover the fields of hydrodynamics, sediment 

transport and turbulence. Since then, the package has evolved in different ways, 

including on one side new capabilities, and on the other one new tools to facilitate the 

different tasks of pre and post processing. This works presents the main new tools that 

have been developed along these years, which are related to hydraulics and hydrology, 

and which mainly deal with the management and interaction of topographical 

discretization and two-dimensional simulations based on Digital Terrain Models (DTMs). 

In chronological order, one of the first tools to be developed within RAMFLOOD EU 

project was an automatic assignation of land use properties to mesh elements. With 

time, this tool has proven to be crucial for the interaction of GiD with different GIS 

software. This last was not as commonly used as it is now when the tool was developed. 

After that, for some time the developments were oriented to build efficient and robust 

meshes on the basis of DTMs. Different ways to directly read DTMS and generate GiD 

geometries and meshes were implemented. Two relevant tools are: 1) the options to 

automatically generate meshes in RTIN (Rectangular Triangle Irregular Networks), and 2) 

a tool to cross an existing mesh with the DTM and assign at each note the corresponding 

elevation. At a first stage, the RTIN tool required the creation of a geometry; later an 

option to generate the mesh with no need of geometry was included. In this group of 

topographical tools, GDAL represented also a significant advance. 

Some other improvements in the preprocess include tools to modify the mesh and 

assign the required conditions for bridge or dyke modelling, or tools to facilitate some 

tasks required by Spanish or European Regulations on Food Risk Assessement and 

Management as for example the tool to define encroachments and delimitate 

preference areas for the flow (Via de Intenso Desagüe). 

 



    

Figure 1. Representation of the same urban area with two different meshes: mesh built at elevation zero 

and later elevated with a DTM (left) and RTIN (right). 


